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“This cowboy walks in to a
German car showroom and he
says ‘Audi!’”
-anon

Big City
Observations:
Fashion
Brought to you by
Nathan “Invincible” Miller

Since moving to the city, I’ve
noticed a major difference in
the fashion sense when compared to the countryside.
Both students and locals alike
all seem to know how to
dress well, leaving me, the
t-shirt wearing grad-student,
two choices: fork over my life
savings to buy fancy hipster
clothes, or hope that I get on
What Not to Wear. Or, you
know, join a nudist camp and
give up on clothes altogether.
Nearly everywhere I look,
people are wearing multipiece outfits with all the fixings: undershirt, t-shirt, over
shirt, stylish jacket, designer
jeans, bedazzled belt, Kashmir wool socks, 5-speed
automatic shoes, and those
fancy glasses they sell for
hundreds of dollars at the
mall. Me? Shorts I’ve had
for way too long, a t-shirt I
probably got from Woot or
for free, and sandals. About
the same as when I was five.
...see Fashion!!! on back
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End of Zombie Horde?
By Sam Schall ~ Daily Bull

Flying high over the leftovers of what
was once the grand college campus,
the 7 survivors of the zombie outbreaks
breathe easily. They discuss what happened to them over the past week.

were among the 119 aware (and had
been alive) people on campus. We all
mourned the loss of our comrades.

Thursday sunset brought the end to a
normal day of running away from zomOn Monday, the outbreak star ted, bies and protecting each other. It was
many students
post-sunset
were oblivithat brought
ous and only
t h e d a n g e r.
a few zombies
During the
roamed camday, humans
pus as a slightly
and zombies
larger handful
heard about a
of aware hudrop for a cure
mans were
for the zombie
starting to fight
virus. It hapthem off.
pened that
evening, and
Tuesday, 80 huthe humans ran
mans fought off
into to defend
the zombies
the precious
She wants to eat you, but not in the way you want...
and, by nightpackage.
fall, only 25 zombies roamed campus. Even after some loses to the zombies,
This included the count after the aware 11 humans were able to defend the
humans ran a mission across campus to package long enough for it to be
retrieve food rations stored there and opened and the cure retrieved. They
avoided the seemingly hiding zombies quickly fled the area after the zombies
slowly dispersed, seemingly afraid of
Wednesday brought more numbers the cure that these humans held.
into to the aware humans to fight off
the zombies, but that also meant more Salvation for the survivors came on Fritargets for the zombies to eat. And day. The aware humans just had to get
by the end of the day, 45 zombies
...see OMNOMNOM on back

Aha! Career Day! Sucks to be you!
No seriously. Get a job. Shower first, though.

Sudoku

... OMNOMNOM from front

to a helicopter point during a specific time span to be picked up and
rescued from the zombie infected
area. The rescue copters left the area
at 3:00pm that day, only being able
to pick up 7 humans, these humans
watching other valiantly trying to get
to the spot only to be taken down
by the zombie foes.
So, only 7 humans survived while
the rest of the campus is presumed
to have been zombified and starved
after the human population is entirely
eaten or otherwise. The survivors
wish to spread the word about this
battle so, when it happens again,
more people can save themselves.
If you’re interested in fighting off the
zombie infected, email fcswanso@
mtu.edu or go to 235 DHH. He’ll arm
you with knowledge for this battle.
So, as I rest and hide, I hope everyone gets ready for another inevitable
zombie infection. Good luck and I
hope you all survive.
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BBC uses to many ‘apostrophes’.
By Jon “Big-O” Mahan ~ Daily Bull

This morning a bunch of ‘Germans’
were driving through a ‘tunnel.’ Upon
getting to the end of the ‘tunnel’ they
found themselves in an ‘accident.’
This of course caused an ‘outrage’
among their
‘countrymen.’
Many ‘people’
soon found
themselves in
the middle of
a ‘conflict.’

mans’ from their ‘seat.’ The ‘identity’
of the ‘Germans’ in question has not
been ‘confirmed’ but many suspect
them to be ‘high ranking officials.’ According to the ‘BBC’ this ‘possibility’
‘may or may
not be true’.

The ‘counter’
to the previous ‘train of
thought’ is
that the entire ‘accident’
According to
was just that.
the ‘officials’
An ‘accident.’
there was a
They point to
minor ‘fault’ in
the engine of The ‘driver’ just ‘minutes’ before the ‘accident’ the ‘innebriation’ of the
the ‘German’s’
car. This ‘fault’, as it were, had some- driver and the ‘handling’ of the car
thing to do with the ‘engine’ and the as well as ‘skid marks’ on the road
‘fuel intake.’ Nobody is sure what that ‘point’ to the ‘consensus’ among
they ‘mean’ by all of this, but what these ‘parties’ that the ‘accident’ was
they do know is that there is much ‘induced’ by ‘alchohol.’ Nobody is
‘speculation’ as to exactly how this sure how much the ‘driver’ had ‘consumed’ before he ‘drove’ the ‘car,’
could have ‘happened.’
but it is ‘known’ that he had a ‘habit’
One ‘party’ agrees that this was the of ‘drinking’ ‘too much’ ‘Everclear.’
work of ‘sabotage.’ Stating various This ‘problem’ has been ‘adressed’
‘sources,’ they seem to point that by the ‘company’ but ‘he’ has ‘never’
‘some parties’ have seen it to be been ‘punished’ by ‘his’ ‘superiors.’
‘beneficial’ to remove these ‘Ger- ‘More’ on ‘this’ ‘story’ ‘later’.

It’s like an H-bomb
OF FLAVOR!

Monday - Friday
8 am - 4 pm

... Fashion!!! from front

Sure, I’ll be the one laughing when
a truck splashes us with mud, but in
the meantime I feel outclassed. After
all, everybody cool who ever lived in
the movies had good fashion sense.
And TV. And cartoons. Heck, their
clothes were so stylish that that’s all
they wore. Which is exactly what I
need – a
closet full
of exactly
the same
cool outfit.

so bad. Do I walk around wearing a
suit with a feather in my hat? Definitely
beats the carhartts and camouflage
hunting gear that the inbreds of rural
towns wear.

In the grand scheme of things, what
I ought to do is start my own style.
That way I’d be ahead of the game
and make
a bazillion dollars selling
it off to
bandwagon
But alas,
bandits.
I’m too
Just look
lazy
to
at
silly
build mybands.
self a fanWhoever
cy wardthought
r o b e /
to
sell
portal to
worthless
another
rubber
land. A
bands
guy
I
to
kids
k n o w
could
h e r e
probably
went all
buy out
the way
a
small
to NYC
country
to get a
by now.
pair
of
All I have
jeans he
to
do
likes. If I
is
turn
had gone
someon that
t h i n g
Bacon clothing? Whats next, beef curtains? *tomatoed*
same trek
mundane
for jeans, the first time I’d wear them into an exciting addition to anyone’s
I’d rip a big hole in them. Karma is attire. How about… meat!
not kind to expensive things, lemme
tell ya.
Unfortunately for me, I’m not about to
parade around wearing cold cuts on
The worst part about fashion in the my head, so I guess I won’t be rolling
city is that even the slobs are all right. in the dough just yet. So until I can
Whereas in the Houghton Wal-Mart think up my own style, it looks like I’ll
you expect to see the ugliest people be playing catch up for a while. Mayon the planet, the people here are be in the meantime I’ll ask the hobo
almost passable for regular human be- who raids my dumpster for tips on
ings. I mean, even the homeless aren’t how to look chic…

